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A. BACKGROUND

The processing and use of materials ac-
count for almost 50 percent of the U.S. Gross
National Product, some $576 billion. In 1973,
materials-oriented sectors employed over 34
million workers—45 percent of the full-time
work force. In 1973, these sectors consumed
over 80 percent of the total value of all U.S.
imports. Significantly, materials imports have
been rising since 1967, and there have been
periodic scarcity-related situations since the
1950’s. But it was not until the 1973 oil em-
bargo that many people realized the United
States could in fact run short of some vital
materia1s, especial ly those from foreign
sources of supply.

To address emerging problems, and to pro-
vide materials at reasonable prices throughout
the mine-to-consumer process requires effec-
tive management, and effective management
in turn requires a broad spectrum of informa-
tion and analysis. Scientists and engineers
need technical data2 on materials properties
and processes. Businessmen need information
on materials supply and demand. Government
policy makers need information and analysis to
decide whether emerging materials problems
can be solved by the existing market system or
whether some type of Government action in
support of the market is required.

In response to the need for  effect ive
management as well as for timely information
and analysis, a large number of formal and in-
formal materials information systems have
been developed, both in the public and private
sectors. Table 1 indicates the diversity of
materials activities in just the public sector
which depend upon these systems for infor-
mation and analysis.

These information systems have served the
Nation well for many years. However, new
issues, like those surrounding the availability
of imported materials. have raised questions
regarding their continuing effectiveness. Not
only are concerns about potential scarcities
and outr ight  shortages intensifying,  but
policy makers must deal today with a wide
range of difficult and interrelated questions
for which existing information systems were
not developed. For example, will a shortage in
a particular critical material develop and
when ? Where will the impact be felt most
severely ? How might affected industries ease
the resulting economic distortions? What
policy options (stockpiling. conservation,
substitution, expanded production capacity,
export controls. import tariffs, price controls,
subsidies. research and development grants.
Federal land leasing. etc.) might be adopted?
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Table 1: Selected Examples of Government Materials Activities
Policymaking Activity Examples of Agencies Currently Involved

Support to domestic production . . . . . DOD, GSA, ERDA, NBS, Bureau of Mines
D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  n e w  m a t e r i a l s DOD, Bureau of Mines, Forest Serv , ERDA, NSF, EPA, FEA, DOI,

DOA, CEQ, DOC

Conservation, substitution, and recycling of
materials. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EPA, FEA, DOI, DOA, CEQ, DOD

Data collection and analysis. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DOA, Bureau of the Census, Tariff Comm,, Bureau of Mines, U.S.
Geological Survey

Policy, planning, and coordination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . Congress, DOA, DOI, OMB, CEA
Control and regulation activities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ofs. of Export Admin., Nuclear Regulatory Agency, MESA, DOA

Monitoring of international activities. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Department of State, DOA, DOC
Fiscal monetary and trade actions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dept of Treasury, CEA, FRB, DOA

Adapted from: Meyer J. Harron and John D. Crawford, Government Materials Activities, Washington, D. C.: Federal Preparedness
Agency, July 1975

Finally, each question must be considered
within the context of specific materials prop-

erties and characteristics, as well as changing
domestic and international political situations.

B. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this assessment is to provide
background and analysis so that Congress can
consider: (1) how adequate existing materials
information systems are in supporting govern-
mental policymaking, particularly in regard to
potential scarcities or outright shortages; (z)
what improvements, if any, are needed to fur-
nish policy makers with the information and
analysis they need to deal with scarcities or
outright shortages, and (3) what impacts, if
any, might stem from such improvements.

In contrast with past studies which con-
sidered only isolated aspects of materials in-
formation, this assessment addresses materials
information in a comprehensive manner by
looking at the demand, supply, and other re-
lated factors  influencing materials  f low
throughout the materials cycle—from explora-
tion, mining, production, utilization, and
recycling to eventual disposal.

The assessment was thus organized and
conducted to address the following questions:

●

●

●

●

●

Are information systems which currently
support Federal materials policymaking
adequate to address complex materials
problems?
If the systems cannot provide the needed
capabilities, what kind of improvements
are required ?
How migh t  these  improvements  be
a c h i e v e d — b y  w h a t  o r g a n i z a t i o n a l
authority, and under what kinds of in-
stitutional arrangements?
What impacts, if any (institutional,
economic,  social ,  international ,  and
legal), might result from implementing
such improvements?
Finally, what public policy issues might
accompany such improvements, if imple-
mented?

C. IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED IN EXISTING MATERIALS

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In view of the growing importance of dealing with them,
materials issues and the role of public policy in tion systems were
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support Federal policy makers responsible for
anticipating and coping with scarcities or out-
right shortages. The assessment found that
some of the analytical and coordinative func-
tions needed to address these new issues were
performed inadequately; some not at all. It
should be emphasized, though, that these
limitations result not so much from a lack of
data, as from the stringent requirements for in-
formation management, analysis, and coor-
dination associated with the increasingly com-
plex problems now facing policy makers. In
particular, the Government’s materials infor-
mation services are limited in their ability to
address issues of supply and demand because
they are neither organized or managed with-
in a comprehensive, integrated framework,

The following inadequacies in existing
materials information systems were identified:

●

●

●

●

●

Lack of consistent, standardized data
definitions and formats, which inhibit ag-
gregation of data, analysis, and exchange
among users (often an interested official
does not know that the information he
seeks exists, or if he does know, where it
c a n  b e  f o u n d  i n  a n o t h e r  a g e n c y ,
differences in format and definitions
often make it hard for him to understand
the data);

Incomplete coverage and lack of current
data bases, particularly with respect to
data on foreign resources, reserves, pro-
duction, and consumption;

Inadequate analytical models and tech-
niques for  project ing the effects  of
changes in supply and demand;

Reporting formats that do not meet the
practical needs of decisionmakers; and

Inability to respond quickly to complex,
policy-oriented questions.

These shortcomings apply in varying
degrees to most existing systems, However,
they are more evident in those systems han-
dling nonrenewable resources, where respon-
sibility is shared by a larger number of agen-
cies, than in those systems which handle

renewable resources like timber and natural
fibers.

In order to improve current Government
materials information systems, it is not suffi-
cient merely to develop new, or improve exist-
ing, data gathering and analysis functions:
they must be organized and operated within
an integrated framework. Such a framework
could enable policy makers to understand and
evaluate the principal factors influencing
materials supply and demand in their proper
perspective. While these improvements WOUId
be designed to address specific problems con-
cerning scarcities and materials shortages,
they could also be used to address the com-
plete spectrum of materials-related issues.

The following analytical functions were
identified through a detailed literature search
and an extensive series of interviews as being
basic requirements for Federal decision makers
responsible for addressing materials policy:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Monitoring and projecting inventories of
resources and reserves;

Monitoring and projecting the status of
industrial stocks as well as strategic and
economic stockpiles;

Monitoring and projecting imports and
exports;

Monitoring and projecting the status of
recycled materials;

Monitoring and projecting quantities of
materials produced and available produc-
tion capacity;

Monitoring and projecting quantities of
materials consumed in end products;

Forecasting supply

Forecasting demand; and

Forecasting the interaction of price, sup-
ply, and demand.

Of course, other analytical functions could
be added to the basic set listed above to pro-
vide a more comprehensive assessment of
policy alternatives, covering such considera-
tions, for example, as the possible impacts on
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the materials cycle of changes in availability of
transportation, trained personnel, and capital.

Implementing these analytical functions
within an integrated framework could provide
the improved capabilities to indicate what
quantities of material are likely to be produced
and used at each stage of the materials cycle,
The Government policy makers could then use
these improved capabilities to decide whether
or not the market could absorb the impacts of
scarcities or outright shortages. If it could not,
and unacceptable dislocations in the economy
might occur, then the improved capabilities
could be used to test the effectiveness of alter-
native Government responses in averting or

alleviating the scarcity or shortage situation.

These improved capabilities will not be
realized by simply allowing existing systems
to evolve, however, these systems do con-
stitute a strong base on which to make im-
provements, Some of the current systems, in
p a r t i c u l a r  t h o s e  u s e d  f o r  f o r e c a s t i n g
agricultural food and fiber commodities, have
been in development for over 40 years. Other
systems, covering minerals and metals, are
rapidly undergoing improvement; in fact many
of the existing systems are either performing
or could be performing some of the necessary
monitoring and projecting functions identified
above.

D. OPTIONS FOR IMPROVING MATERIALS
INFORMATION

Four  poss ib l e  op t ions  fo r  p rov id ing
materials information systems capabilities
were identified and assessed as follows:

1. Evolution of Current Systems Without
Direct Action

The first option available to Congress and
the President is to do nothing, that is, to let
current materials information systems con-
tinue to evolve without direct intervention.
This option assumes that such existing limita-
tions as the lack of consistency or standardized
da ta  de f in i t ions  and  fo rma t s  wou ld  be
resolved in time to deal effectively with
emerging issues.

2. Legislative Branch Options Short of
New Authorizing Legislation

Congress could take a number of possible
options short of legislation to provide various
kinds of improved materials information and
analysis. First, Congress has the ability to act
through existing congressional offices and
agencies which already have a general man-
date compatible, at least in part, with the need
for improved materials  information and
analysis. Second, Congress has the ability to
provide improved materials information via
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the executive branch through congressional
hearings, exercise of oversight and investiga-
tive powers, or congressional resolutions re-
questing executive branch action. Third, in-
dividual members of Congress can issue policy
statements designed to stimulate private sector
efforts toward providing improved materials
information.

3. Executive Branch Options Short of
New Authorizing Legislation

Another option is to make use of the power
of the executive branch. First, a Presidential
proclamation or policy statement—while not
having the force of a law-can set an overall
direction towards improving materials infor-
mation. Although the President’s power to
issue Executive orders has been restricted by
Congress, some materials information needs
can also be met through Executive or agency
order. Another option could involve grants
and contracts to the private sector to improve
information capabilities,

4. Options Requiring New Authorizing
Legislation

The first three options can be implemented
within the framework of existing systems and



institutions, This last option assumes that
some type of change in existing materials in-
formation systems is necessary. Underlying
this option is the assumption that upgrading
current Government materials information
systems would be beneficial to the Nation in
dealing with problems of materials supply and
demand.  While the exist ing information
systems do constitute a base on which to build,
they are fragmented and dispersed throughout
the  pub l i c  and  p r iva te  sec to r s  and  a re
programmed for many diverse purposes.

In order to illustrate how this last option
might be implemented, three possible systems
approaches for implementing the improved
capabilities were defined in the assessment
and are discussed as follows:

(a) Systems Approach A.—The establish-
ment of an interagency Federal committee or
c o n g r e s s i o n a l l y  a u t h o r i z e d  g r o u p  t o
s tandard ize  the  fo rmats  o f  the  cu r ren t
materials information systems. Under this
approach, various agencies would maintain
their present information systems, but im-
proved coordination would encourage in-
creased communicat ion and cooperat ion.
Agencies could be assigned additional respon-
sibilities. such as collection of new data, which
would  be  r equ i red  to  improve  overa l l
capabilities. This approach involves little, if
any, organizational change.

(b) Systems Approach B.—The creation
of a full-time organization to make step-by-
step improvements in existing information
s y s t e m s  a n d  a d d  n e w  s u p p l e m e n t a r y
capabilities as required. The organization
would closely monitor the development of ex-
isting systems and direct and focus activity re-
quired to improve overall capabilities. It would
determine what resources were needed. com-
pare them with present capabilities, and then
fill the gaps by assuming responsibility itself
or assigning it to other agencies.

(c) Systems Approach C.—The creation
of a central program management office to
first design the improved capabilities from
the “top-down” and then implement the new

design, using portions of existing informa-
t ion  sys t ems whenever  poss ib le .  Th i s
central management group would then direct
the revised Federal materials information
system.

Seven inst i tut ional  arrangements were
identified as possible means of implementing
the three systems approaches discussed above.
An analysis was then undertaken to determine
where the improved capabilities could be lo-
cated. The possibilities of locating them in the
private sector and within a quasi-governmen-
tal institution were considered; however, it
was determined that the executive branch was
the most appropriate location,

The seven institutional arrangements are
described in table 11. To differing degrees. all
of these arrangements could assist in provid-
ing  the  improved  in fo rma t ion  sys t ems
capabilities. It should also be noted that each
inst i tut ional  arrangement involves pro-
gressively more authority than the preceding
arrangement.

Under approach A, an interagency Federal
committee or  congressionally authorized
group would establish a Materials Information
Referral Office or a Materials Information
Coordinating Board. The new groups would be
located in existing agencies, most probably the
Departments of Commerce or Interior, or
perhaps within the Executive Office of the
President. A Materials Information Referral
Office would direct information queries to the
appropriate information services in the public
or private sectors and survey materials
publications. I t  would,  in essence,  be a
clearinghouse.

A Materials  Information Coordinating
Board would guide the operations and incre-
mental improvements of existing information
systems. The  board  would  moni to r  the
systems and suggest operational and upgrad-
ing guidelines. All of the board’s proposals
would be advisory in nature. Decision making
powers would remain in the various
but the board would promote more
operation and improved cooperation
existing systems.

agencies
uniform
between
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Table 2.—Alternative Institutional Arrangements

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Materials Materials Bureau of Materials

Information Informal Ion Bureau Of Materials Materials Statistics Materials
Referral Coordinating Materials Statistics & Statistics Forecasting Information
Office Board Statistics Forecasting Administration Administration Commission

Existing or new Existing or new New office with - New office with - New executive New executive New indepen-
office within ex- office within ex- in exist ing in exist ing agency agency dent agency or
isting agency isting agency agency agency commission

Location

Parent Agency Existing (parent) agency should afford the office sufficient opportunity
to develop and/or acquire the necessary resources competence cre-
dibility. and reputation

None None None

Directorship D i r e c t o r  a p -
p o i n t e d  b y
agency or office
head

Chairman and
members selec-
ted from agen-
cies & user
groups may be
appointed by
President

Director ap-
p o i n t e d  b y
President with
Senate advice
and consent

D i r e c t o r  a p -
pointed by
President with
Senate advice
and consent

Administration
appointed by
President with
Senate advice
and consent

Administration
appointed by
President with

Senate advice
and consent

Commissioner
appointed by
President  for
fixed terms of
o f f i c e with
Senate advice
and consent

Source of Authority OMB directive
Execu-
t i v e  a g e n c y
order and /or
Act of congress

OMB directive
Execu-
t i v e  a g e n c y

order and or
Act of Congress

Act of Congress Act of Congress Act of Congress Act of Congress Act of Congress

General Authority The general scope of authority for all alternatives includes the acquisition and analysls of Information and related data proc-
essing  collection support necessary for implementation of designated capabilities and options in areas relating to
materials/commodities and supply utilization life cycIes incIuding secondary factors (e q labor capita I energy environ-

Iology and transportation) and interrelatlonships (e g between materials energy and the environment )
I 1 I I

ment prlce techno

Authority to make recommendation’s (and take actions to the extent possible under applicable law) for im-
provement of existing Federal Government materials information systems coordination and Integration of
existing systems standardization of existing systems Improvement of reporting forms and data classifica-
tion etc Authority to provide support for private sector development of capabilities and services necess-
ary I I

Authority to promulgate rules and regulations to car-

ReferralSpecific Authority
Capabilities

Referral Re fe r ra l
CIearinghouse
Statistical

Referral I
CIearinghouse
S t a t i s t i c a I
F o r e c a s t
ing analytical

Re fe r ra l
Clearinghouse
S t a t i s t i c a I
Forecast -
ing analytical

I

Data Collection
and Protect Ion

All alternatives rely primarily on the existing authorities of relevant agencies (usually a mix of voluntary and mandatory
reporting) subject to existing protections of data sources and trade secrets and other proprietary confidential or privileged
Information I I I I

Authority to require that relevant agencies submit summary data in aggregated form) to
the office/agency subject to existing or new protections of data sources Authority to
collect original data that IS not otherwise available from existing sources

I I
Authority to promulgate rules and regulations for
collection of original data by other agencies

Authority to re-
quire that ‘agen-
c i e s submit
detailed data

Data Validation All alternates rely substantially on the existing authorities of relevant agencies subject to existing protections of data

Data Access

User Charges

Oversight



Under approach B, a Bureau of Materials
Statistics or a Bureau of Materials Statistics
and Forecasting would be established. Either
bureau would be located in an existing agency,
again most probably the Departments of Com-
merce or Interior. Both would have a materials
information clearinghouse/referral service
through which users could locate and obtain
materials information. Both would have a
statistics capability to provide summaries,
trend reports, and other materials information.
Both bureaus would have data processing and
collection capabilities. They would supervise
the development of effective information ex-
changes between existing agencies and build
up a summary materials data base. The
bureaus would verify data through various
methods to insure the reliability of materials
information and would facilitate improve-
ments of needed capabilities in existing agen-
cy information systems.  The Bureau of
Materials Statistics and Forecasting, would, in
addition, be able to produce materials forecasts
and analyses,

Approach C would involve the greatest
amount of change in existing systems. A new
agency would be set up—a Materials Statistics
and Forecasting Administration, a Materials
Statistics Administration, or a Materials Infor-
mation Commission. A Materials Statistics
Administration could perform all the func-
tions of a Bureau of Materials Statistics. It
would also have the authority to promulgate
rules and regulations to improve existing
Federal systems, including rules related to
data classification and verification, and to vali-
date data at the original source. A Materials
Statistics and Forecasting Administration
could perform the same functions as a
Materials Statistics Administration, and, in ad-
dition, would be able to generate materials
forecasts and analyses.  An independent
Materials Information Commission could car-
ry out the same functions as the other two
agencies. It would also have authority to
establish its own detailed data base which
could supersede portions of existing agency
data bases.

E. IMPACTS RESULTING FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE THREE
SYSTEMS APPROACHES

Analysis of the three systems approaches
and the seven institutional arrangements indi-
cates that approach A, the “incremental level”
of change, could result in some benefits.
Establishing a Materials Information Referral
Office or Information Coordinating Board
could produce only minimal impacts. The
office or board might promote more uniform-
ity in existing information services and en-
courage coordination of agency materials
policies. They could provide a central referral
office which could ease difficulties in locating
and obtaining information. But neither the
office or the board could solve most of the
problems resulting from differing agency
policies, nonuniform standards, and incom-
patible information systems.

Of the three systems approaches, approach
B, could produce the most benefits with the
least cost. Overall, the impacts stemming from
this approach should be positive. and possible
detrimental impacts could be largely avoided ,
or controlled. Approach B is especially attrac-
tive because of its flexibility and adaptability
to new circumstances. The step-by-step
development could ensure review before each
commitment was made. This arrangement
would also provide continuity with few tech-
nical problems. The main task would involve
setting up links between existing information
services and the new referral/clearinghouse.
Existing systems could continue to operate
and collect data, and the new bureau could be
operational within months. Its administrative
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authority could be strong. Financial costs
could be low or high, depending, on how far
the bureau could take full advantage of the in-
vestment in existing information systems.
Moreover, Congress would have the oppor-
tunity to review each step before funds for ex-
pansion were appropriated, While approach B
does have several potential weaknesses—the
possibilities of weak budget control or the
possible problems in getting access to needed
expertise—the overall impacts of approach B
are positive,

The assessment also concluded that under
approach B the best institutional arrangement
was 4. This institutional arrangement would
establish a Bureau of Materials Statistics and
Forecasting. The difference between arrange-
ment 3, establishment of a Bureau of Materials
Statistics, and 4, is that the latter arrangement
would include the authority for producing
forecasts of materials supply and demand, and
further analytical support for planning and
policy formulation. Also, 4 could provide a
focus for the integration of existing Govern-
men  t  ma te r i a l s  in fo rmat ion  se rv  i ces .
Policy makers would be able to go to a central
source to be directed to the most timely and
complete information and analyses. Also,
other agencies and private industry could
check their own projections with the forecasts
issued by the bureau, Thus, contingency plan-
ning for materials shortages could be im-
proved ,  The  fo recas t ing  and  ana ly t i ca l
capabilities of such a bureau could provide
more consistency in the long-range planning
of agencies and Congress. Potentially, there
could be a broader consensus on materials-re-
lated issues, Wi th  improved  ana lys i s ,
policy makers could be able to better handle
shortage situations and plan for possible future
scarcities, especially those related to the Na-
tion’s growing dependency on foreign source
materials.

In the private sector, improved forecasts and
analysis from such a bureau could aid industry
in its long-range planning. The centralized
functions of the bureau could provide a focal

point for Government-industry cooperation in
developing and carrying out materials policies.
Access to more comprehensive and timely
materials information could affect competi-
tion. Business could better select from among
various materials substitutes. New informa-
tion could lead to more efficient production
processes, more  e f fec t ive  a l loca t ion  o f
resources, and improved products. If such new
products last longer and are more useful, the
quality of competition could be enhanced and
scarce resources conserved.

Information and analysis  from such a
bureau might point to areas where savings
could be made and profits realized. Research
and development priorities could be altered;
activities could be expanded in areas where
resources are available and reduced in those
where key materials are short. Industrial R&D
could increasingly focus on ways to reduce
waste and recycle materials  or  develop
substitutes. The result could be lower costs.
Smaller firms lacking analytical and data-
gathering capabilities could benefit. If better
data were accompanied by analysis, smaller
companies could improve their competitive
positions relative to large corporations.

Trend projections and analyses from such a
bureau could aid States and localities with
their materials problems, especially smaller
States and localities which lack information
capabilities, The increased availability of infor-
mation could be especially helpful to State and
local governments in dealing with energy and
land-use problems. The added convenience of
obtaining information from a central source
could greatly increase Federal-State coopera-
tion in the materials area,

The greater availability of information
should also increase participation by public in-
terest and environmental groups and trade
associations in the materials policy process,
The easier access could improve public under-
standing of materials issues and could lead to
more informed and valid criticism of specific
policies,
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Approach C, which would mean a “top-
down” restructuring of existing materials in-
formation systems, could result in the greatest
amount of improvement and change. Most of
the impacts growing from the establishment of
a new agency or independent commission
could be much the same as those resulting
from approach B, the intermediate level of
change. Many of these impacts could be highly
beneficial. However, this sweeping level of
change could also generate potentially signifi-
cant detrimental impacts and costs.

Under approach C, administrative authority
could be very strong and budget control could
be total. The new agency could provide long-
term continuity, but it could take years for the
agency to get into operation. The dollar costs
could be high, staffing could present problems,
and there could also be technical problems. An
information system of this scope has never
been designed before; however, a successful
restructuring of existing systems assumes that
policy makers can precisely define the require-
ments of such a new system. Given the uncer-
tainties in defining materials problems and the
rapid pace of change in information tech-
nologies, this approach may involve unaccept-
ably high risks.

Nevertheless, if approach C were chosen, it
could provide an additional benefit to those
generated by approach B. The new agency
could have much stronger authority to validate
data at the original source. Thus, the data and
resulting information provided by the agency
could be more complete and reliable. At the
same time, this authority raises a sensitive
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point. Proprietary information gathered from
private corporations might not be sufficiently
secure because of the interconnections be-
tween computer data banks. Some technical
safeguards could be built into the data bank,
but additional legal safeguards might be
needed.

With its greater viability, authority, and in-
fluence, a new agency like those in approach C
could provide a powerful stimulus for long-
range and contingency planning, both in
Government and in the private sector. The
agency could probably improve industry’s
abil i ty to meet national  materials  needs
through better planning and clarification of
materials substitutes and R&D options, The
agency’s unique analytical capabilities could
provide great help to policy makers in a wide
range of areas—from stockpiling and materials
conservation to international trade negotia-
tions and national security affairs,

The high visibility and strong authority of
approach C, however, are likely to arouse con-
troversy over the growth of the Federal
bureaucracy and the role of Government in
economic and social planning. For example,
benefits to State and local policy makers may
be offset by distrust or resentment of Federal
involvement in their affairs.

Various combinations of the three major ap-
proaches are possible, For example. a promis-
ing approach might be one that combines the
stronger authority of an approach C agency.
with the less risk and cost in the Step-by-step,
incremental restructuring utilized by an ap-
proach B agency,

F. PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

Some important public policy issues likely tained through the highly developed informa-

to arise in the planning, implementation, and tion services that already collect, organize, and
disseminate scientific and technical informa-opera t i o n of the i m proved information

systems capabilities concern the relationship tion. The corresponding services for handling

of the public and private sectors in providing information on the economic aspects  of

materials information to each other. materials are less developed. Thus, much of
the needed information would still have to be

Much of the technical data needed to imple- obtained directly from private firms, In tap-
ment the improved capabilities could be ob- ping the available sources of data and for-
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mulating supplemental programs to extend
them, the data acquisition program would
need to improve the completeness. currency,
and timeliness of the data bases: and improve
the ease of access to them by encouraging
uniform usage of terms and units of measure.
and by promoting development of procedures
for ensuring the security and proprietary
nature of the data.

The assessment also examined the sources
of Federal authority to gather information
from the private sector and found that if the
public sector required the private sector to
provide specific materials information:

● Such a request would be consistent with
existing, recognized Federal regulatory
powers;

G.

The conclusions that emerge from

●

●

It would not greatly, if at all, expand
Federal authority over the materials in-
dustry; and

The private sector could be protected
from public  disclosure of  corporate
proprietary information through ade-
quate attention to checks and balances in
system implementation.

Most of the detailed data submitted by in-
dividual companies in the private sector would
be considered confidential, and would be ex-
empt  f rom pub l i c  d i sc losu re  under  the
Freedom of Information Act and related
Federa l  s t a tu tes .  Add i t iona l  sa feguards
however, could be incorporated in any legisla-
tion establishing a new Federal materials in-
formation structure or authority.

CONCLUSION

this
assessment are (1) that action to improve ex-
isting Federal materials information systems is
both necessary and the concepts suggested
herein are technically feasible, and (2) that.
under the conditions stated herein, the poten-
tial benefits of implementing the improved
capabilities as defined would probably justify
the financial and social costs of making such
improvements.

The analysis provided in the assessment in-
dicates that  implementing the improved
capabilities through systems approach B, in-
stitutional arrangement 4, could probably
achieve a reasonable balance between benefits
and costs. However, various combinations of
the systems approaches also merit further con-
sideration. For example, one approach that
might be considered could combine the strong
authority of approach C with the less risk and
cost associated with the incremental changes

suggested in
tors. which

approach B. Other external fac-
suggest more or less change,

should be considered in the context of their
cost/benefit tradeoffs during the course of
future congressional deliberations. Any imple-
mentation of these findings should, for exam-
ple, be preceded by detailed requirements and
systems engineering studies.

Any of the three systems approaches
described in this assessment could be expected
to achieve, in varying degrees, improvements
in U.S. materials information gathering and
analysis, Implementing the new institutional
and analytical capabilities along the lines iden-
tified in this assessment is a complex question
with far-reaching implications. What is cer-
tain, though, is that the potential impacts of
emerging problems require more comprehen-
sive integrated information and analysis
capabil i t ies to support  Federal  materials
policymaking.
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